ORACOL XOR
Cryptocurrency for the World. Distributed locally

Recent technological advancements brought us modern tools such as GPS that enabled the ride sharing
and food ordering/delivery economy (Uber, Lyft and Fodora, Uber Eats etc) and life is unthinkable
without it. Today we also talk about AI driven cars and flying to Mars in Elon’s BFR (Big Falcon
Rocket…). But there is one technology that will change forever the way we do banking.
To realize the magnitude of the change that is coming you have to think how the “email” technology
changed forever the traditional way of sending letters by what we call today “snail mail”. The magic
word is “Blockchain technology”, and cryptocurrencies are part of the possibilities that Blockchain
technology offers us and is one of the most adopted trend related to investment in the last years.
The crypto investors are continuously looking for the new “Bitcoin”, the new “Verge”, the new “Eos”
and so on. In fact, they are looking for a project where they can invest and get in return exponential
earnings over long periods of time. The search is going on for a new concept, a new idea or a platform
that has a global scope approach and will be in continuous expansion. They are looking for companies
that will exceed the limits and be capable to generate a mass adoption and profits. They search for
projects that have a clear vision on how to precisely reach their objectives and generate value when
compared to the rest of the existing crypto projects.
If you are a crypto investor or you represent a company that is looking to invest in crypto we have a
message: YOUR SEARCH IS OVER! We are proud to introduce you The Oracol Xor Platform, a
platform that has an all-encompassing strategy to create the necessary infrastructure capable of
Global reach. Appealing to the general public the company will reach even into areas with low or no
internet or data connections, Oracol Xor will build around those 3 elements as explained in the White
Paper:
1. Generate Mass adoption at grass roots level
2. Launch its own Oracol Xor Social Network and News App monetized by Oracol Xor
cryptocurrency.
3. Enter mobile payments market using its own proprietary phone browser technology based on voice
to data for use in remote areas where 3 billion people still do not have data on their phone. (yes ..it is
not a typo..3 billion people).

We invite you to get all the details by reading our White Paper before making a decision. Please join us
on our Telegram or visit Oracolxor.io for more info. We hope to hear from you soon!
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